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MARKET INTELLIGENCE / TRENDS 
 
Market news this month revolved around the global spread of COVID-19.  A snapshot of 
developments over the course of the last week of April is intended serve as insight to the 
progression of developments:  
 
April 30th 
Germany 
Germany has extended its global travel warning until June 14th given that the continuing 
coronavirus restrictions around the world are unlikely to be lifted in the near future. This has 
prompted tour operators to start cancelling bookings throughout May and early June while 
hoping for a return to holiday sales soon afterwards. The new date falls between the end of 
spring holidays in some federal states and the start of summer holidays in others. What the 
situation will look like beyond mid-June will be decided in consultation with European 
countries to see whether summer holidays are possible or not. Most likely there will be a need 
to differentiate between individual countries, depending on how severely each country is 
affected. Meanwhile, the major tour operators are continuing to offer a range of financial 
incentives, including credits, loyalty bonuses and discounts, to try to encourage customers to 
accept holiday vouchers that are valid for a new booking later this year or in 2021 instead of a 
refund for the cancelled vacation bookings. 
 
Switzerland 
According to media reports, the first easing of measures in Switzerland is expected to result in 
the lifting of some entry restrictions at the country's borders from May 11th onwards. In 
particular, this should enable families to meet again across borders. Major events with more 
than 1,000 participants in Switzerland are to remain prohibited until at least the end of 
August. A decision on smaller events will be taken at the end of May. 
 
Cyprus 
The Government of Cyprus announced that it would relax restrictions to combat COVID-19. 
From May 4th, shops will be allowed to open again and the construction industry will be 
allowed to resume operations. Persons in the country who are currently only allowed to leave 
their homes once a day will be allowed to do so up to three times a day. From May 21st, the 
restrictions on movement will be completely lifted and restaurants and cafés will reopen. 
 
Aviation 
Passengers of Lufthansa Group airlines will be obliged to bring and wear a protective mask 
onboard during flights from May 4th to help prevent spreading coronavirus infection. The 
mask is to be worn during the entire trip whenever the required minimum distance cannot be 
guaranteed. All flight attendants will also wear an appropriate mask in direct customer 
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contact. The Lufthansa Group is orienting itself to official regulations of numerous European 
countries mandating the wearing of a mouth-and-nose cover in all public places. A reusable 
fabric mask is recommended, but all other types of coverings, such as simple disposable 
masks or scarves, are also possible. The current Lufthansa regulation to keep the neighboring 
seat free in the Economy and Premium Economy will then no longer be available. Because of 
the current low occupancy the airline says seats would still be allocated as widely as possible 
across the cabin. The mask requirement initially applies until August 31. 
 
April 29th 
Germany 
Retail travel agency employees across Germany are taking to the streets today to draw 
attention to their difficult situation in the Corona crisis. Demonstrations are to be held in more 
than 40 German cities. Their demand to politicians: immediate financial aid to survive the 
corona crisis. 
 
The German government is planning to extend the worldwide travel warning until at least 
June 14th, according to an unconfirmed report from the news magazine 'Der Spiegel'. The 
travel warning was set to expire on Sunday (03 May). 
 
Austria 
Movement restrictions will be lifted on Friday, May 1st. However, it is mandatory to keep a 
distance of one meter to people who do not live in the same household. Catering 
establishments are to be allowed to resume operations from May 15th onwards, but will be 
subject to several conditions. According to further reports, hotels and other accommodation 
facilities in Austria are to be allowed to reopen from May 29th.  
Tourist attractions may also start operating soon. The prerequisite is that the minimum 
distance of one meter can be maintained. Mouth and nose protection must also be worn in 
indoor areas and at least ten square meters of space must be available per visitor. While 
swimming pools and leisure facilities can also reopen on May 29th, zoos and restaurants can 
welcome guests again from May 15th, however, subject to several conditions. For example, a 
maximum of four adults plus children are allowed to sit at one table in restaurants. There must 
be a sufficient distance between the tables. And the service staff must wear mouth-nose 
protection. 
 
Spain 
On Tuesday (28 April), the Spanish Prime Minister announced the country's plan for a return 
to normality. The plan consists of four phases, with Spain currently in Phase Zero with the 
current measures. In Phase One, which is expected to start on May 11th, the first small 
businesses, hotels and restaurants will be allowed to reopen under certain conditions. A 
decision on moving on to the next phases is to be made on a weekly basis, with none of the 
phases lasting longer than two weeks. 
 
Greece 
As of Monday (04 May), the measures to combat COVID-19 in Greece are to be gradually 
relaxed, as announced by the Greek Prime Minister on Tuesday (28 April). On Monday, shops 
in several sectors will be allowed to reopen and people in the country will be allowed to leave 
their homes again without restrictions. Larger shops are to be allowed to reopen in the coming 
weeks, and from June, hotels will also be allowed to receive guests in several stages. 
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Portugal 
On Tuesday (28 April), the Portuguese Prime Minister announced that he would not extend 
the state of alert, which expires on Saturday (02 May). The COVID-19 outbreak in the 
country is to be fought with other means afterwards. The Portuguese government had already 
announced its intention to relax the measures in May, but had not yet published a detailed 
schedule for the relaxation. 
 
April 28th 
 
Netherlands 
The government has extended most measures until 19 May inclusive. In the week preceding 
19 May, the government will assess what measures are necessary in the period after that date. 
Primary schools will reopen on 11 May. Secondary schools can begin making preparations for 
pupils to gradually return to school from Tuesday 2 June. From 29 April, children and 
teenagers will have more possibilities for participating in organized sports activities and play 
outdoors. Official matches will not be allowed, however. Young people aged 13 to 18 will be 
allowed to play sports together outdoors under supervision, but must stay 1.5 meters apart. 
Top-level athletes will be allowed to resume training sessions at dedicated training facilities if 
they maintain a distance of 1.5 meters from others. From 29 April people aged over 70 who 
live independently may be visited occasionally by the same one or two people. Unfortunately 
large events mean a risk of the virus spreading too quickly and too widely. The ban on events 
that require a permit has therefore been extended to 1 September 2020. 
 
Aviation 
German media report that a financial rescue package for the battered Lufthansa Group has in 
principle been agreed to. The German state will pump nine billion Euros into Lufthansa, 
receiving a blocking minority share and two supervisory board seats not to be filled with 
politicians or civil servants. Chancellor Angela Merkel and LH CEO Carsten Spohr are 
expected to conclude the deal today. 
 
Switzerland’s national carrier, Swiss International Air Lines, is also expecting to receive a 
rescue package from the government. The loan for Swiss is expected to amount to CHF 1.5 
billion, which it will have to repay over the next few years depending on future profits. A 
further 500 million Swiss Francs are said to go toward near-flight operations, but at a later 
date. Negotiations between the Confederation, the cantons and recipient companies apparently 
resulted in this decision last weekend. 
 
Condor receives 550 million Euro bridging loan. The federal government and the Hessian 
state government are providing Condor with a loan of 294 million Euros as corona aid and 
256 million Euros for the complete refinancing of the bridging loan that the holiday carrier 
had received from Thomas Cook after the bankruptcy last winter. The EU Commission has 
already given its approval. Condor flight operations are thus secured, according to the airline. 
“As an operationally healthy and profitable company, Condor was in need for the second time 
in less than half a year through no fault of its own. First through Thomas Cook and then 
through the effects of the corona pandemic,”says CEO Ralf Teckentrup. Additional financial 
aid was also necessary due to the failed takeover of Condor by the Polish LOT mother PGL. 
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April 27th 
Europe 
The EU tourism ministers are to discuss the situation of the tourism industry today and which 
conditions would allow a reopening of borders. In the past few days, individual EU countries 
had advanced their own ideas - such as Austria which proposed concluding bilateral tourism 
agreements with other countries like Germany, which like Austria have a low number of 
corona cases. Tomorrow the EU interior ministers will then discuss coordinated easing at 
internal borders. In its “corona roadmap”, presented in mid-April, the EU Commission 
Brussels had already mentioned the first criteria for border openings. These include the 
general health situation, the possibility of monitoring/tracing and the capacities of a country's 
health system. It is expected then that neighboring countries which meet the conditions 
mentioned can slowly open their borders to one another. 
 
Germany 
Germany’s economy minister has urged the country’s 16 federal states to go slowly in lifting 
coronavirus restrictions to avoid the outbreak spreading further and being forced to backtrack 
later. Under Germany’s decentralized political system, the states have the power to implement 
and rescind the physical distancing measures on which Berlin is relying to slow the virus’s 
spread, and Chancellor Angela Merkel is resisting pressure from some to further ease 
restrictions. Germany has had around 150,000 diagnosed cases of coronavirus, according to 
official figures published on Monday, but has only had 5,750 deaths, a far lower proportion of 
fatalities than neighboring Italy, Spain, France and Britain. 
 
Switzerland 
In Switzerland hairdressers, cosmetic, nail salons as well as hardware stores and garden 
centers have been allowed to reopen this Monday. Appointments for doctors and 
physiotherapists can again be made without an urgent reason. Postponed non-essential 
surgeries in hospitals can again be scheduled. There is no obligation to wear a mask in 
Switzerland, but the stores must comply with stricter hygiene requirements - and the 
customers must keep their distance. Schools and other shops are expected to reopen in two 
weeks. 
 
France 
The French government will present its schedule for bringing the country out of a strict 
lockdown to parliament on Tuesday afternoon. Ministers from each sector were asked to 
present concrete proposals of how to end the coronavirus lockdown in six areas: health policy, 
school reopenings, the return to work for adults, businesses, transport and cultural or religious 
gatherings. The government is also hoping to have a Covid-19 tracking application available 
by 11 May, which has also raised concerns among the opposition benches. 
The scientific committee that is advising the government is reported to have serious 
reservations about the president’s announcement that schools will reopen progressively from 
11 May. The committee has advised schools remain closed until September. It has advised 
that the wearing of face masks be mandatory in public places and sanitizing hand gel available 
to everyone. The health minister has said the authorities will aim to carry out between 
500,000 and 700,000 tests for Covid-19 among those showing symptoms of the virus, but 
insisted it was “impossible to test everyone”. The measures in the plan will remain in place 
until mid-July and will be re-examined, if there is a second coronavirus wave. 
 
Greece 
Greece is preparing to lift restrictions on movement to islands and other parts of the country 
in June. In an address to the nation on Tuesday, the Greek Prime Minister, Kyriakos 
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Mitsotakis, is expected to outline how measures enforced to curb coronavirus almost two 
months ago will be gradually eased. The lockdown will be reversed in stages and is likely to 
require at least two months to unfold with small shops, hairdressers, beauticians and barbers 
opening on May 4th and secondary school students returning to class on May 11th. 
Restaurants, tavernas and other eateries will follow, but will only be permitted to function 
with outside tables. 
The country’s tourist-reliant economy is on course to contract by as much as 10% this year, 
the finance minister announced at the weekend. Greece enforced measures to combat the 
deadly disease “hard and early” and has, as a result, fared better than most other EU member 
states with a death toll of 134 and 2,517 confirmed cases to date. 
 
Italy 
“If you love Italy, keep your distance”. Italy’s Prime Minister Conte has outlined plans to 
slowly ease the country’s seven-week lockdown, as he warned about the risk of the 
coronavirus infection curve rising again. People’s movements will still very much be 
restricted under the plan, which envisages schools remaining closed until September. 
Factories geared towards exports and public construction projects can resume activity from 
Monday, while the majority of Italy’s industry will restart from May 4th – a day after the 
lockdown expires. Wholesale stores, restaurants (take-away) and parks will also be able to 
reopen on May 4th. Visiting relatives will also again be allowed. Other shops, museums, 
galleries, libraries and retailers will reopen on May 18th and bars, restaurants and hairdressers 
from June 1st. Restrictions on funerals have been relaxed, with a maximum of 15 mourners 
allowed to attend, but Conte was criticized for keeping churches and other religious sites 
closed. Social distancing measures and the obligation to wear face masks, however, will 
remain in force. 
 
Norway 
According to media reports the ban on major sporting and cultural events in Norway will be 
extended until September 1st. This concerns events with more than 500 participants. 
Children have begun returning to school in Norway, as primary schools reopen after the 
government claimed the coronavirus epidemic is under control. One week after nursery 
schools, pupils aged six to 10 started returning to their school desks after six weeks of remote 
learning from home. Classes were however reduced to a maximum of 15 students. Norway 
has progressively begun lifting restrictions imposed on 12 March to combat the spread of 
coronavirus. Hair salons and dermatologists were also authorized to resume business. 
Many measures remain in place, such as bans on sporting and cultural events, as well as 
physical distancing and hygiene recommendations. 
 
Aviation 
Germany's national carrier, Lufthansa, has said it will need generous financial aid to stay 
afloat. Estimates say the airline needs about ten billion euros to maintain operations. 
Lufthansa itself has a reserve of five billion - far more than many other airlines, but still too 
little. Germany's largest airline does not expect passenger volume to normalize quickly and is 
assuming a long-term slump. The airline group is looking to the governments of Germany, 
Austria, Belgium and Switzerland to provide them with security for low interest loans. Loans 
however will not be enough as this simply increases the debt burden. In addition, Lufthansa is 
looking to shrink the airline group, saying it was looking to release 100 aircraft instead of the 
previously announced 70. Hoping for higher fares post-corona looks unlikely. In China, where 
flights can be flown again, the rates have plummeted due to limited demand. Ticket prices 
have dropped by up to 90%. 
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The airline group Air France-KLM is to receive over ten billion Euros. The French 
government will support the airline Air France with seven billion Euros in loan assistance. 
Three billion will be via government loans and four billion are guarantees for commercial 
bank loans. Air France's sister company, Dutch KLM, can also expect two to four billion 
Euros in grants, according to the Dutch government. Profitability and environmental 
conditions are part of the package; a nationalization is not planned. 
 
 
 
SALES ACTIVITIES 
 
DER Touristik Webinar (March 31st, 2020): 
We have secured a B2B webinar opportunity with DER Touristik focused on Visit St. 
Pete/Clearwater exclusively.  The many features, benefits and myriad experiences in VSPC 
will be the focus of the 45-minute presentation.  Due to market sensitivities in conjunction 
with the explosive spread of the coronavirus coupled with massive customer repatriation and 
rebooking efforts across tour operator and travel agency platforms, the webinar has been 
postponed to May 19th.  This month we coordinated the necessary details with DER Touristik 
for next month’s webinar. 
 
Visit USA Germany Webinar (April 2nd, 2020): 
We joined forces with the Visit USA Committee Germany to conduct an exclusive VSPC 
B2B webinar, which was extremely well-received.  The webinar was promoted on various 
channels including the VUSA website and eNews blasts.  Comprehensive destination 
information, product highlights and insider tips were presented to 172 travel advisors during 
the 45-minute session.  A follow-up email blast was deployed to all participants with links to 
several VSPC websites, eNewsletter subscription and offer to supply applicable collateral. 
The webinar was recorded and made available online for future reference on the Visit USA 
Committee Germany’s travel advisor platform. 
 
Visit USA Germany Bowling Workshops (May 5th-7th, 2020): 
Original plan:  The Visit USA Committee and Brand USA will join forces in staging an 
educational and interactive forum for travel advisors in Hamburg and Berlin.  Up to 80 travel 
agents can participate in the evening events and will be divided into 8 groups of up to 10 
agents upon registration.  Each partner will hold a 10-minute workshop for each of the 8 
travel agent groups followed by an interactive 60-minute bowling tournament and ensuing 
American buffet.  With only 8 presenting partner slots, we registered promptly. 
Updated plan:  Due to the continued dramatic spread of CV-19 resulting in mobility and 
physical gathering restrictions, the organizers advised on 4/03 that this program could not be 
conducted as planned.   
As everybody in the tourism industry has recognized, there is currently great interest and 
willingness among travel advisors to educate themselves.  With past Visit USA Germany 
webinars being so successful, the Visit USA Committee invited all Bowling Workshop 
registrants to become part of their first ever "virtual road show", which will comprise a 
series of webinar blocks to be held by those of us who had originally registered to participate 
in the Bowling Workshops.  Two blocks of webinars are planned per day (morning and 
afternoon) with 3-4 partners each on three consecutive days (May 5-7).  Each supplier partner 
will have a 15-minute presentation platform plus 5 minutes’ time for Q&A.  This month we 
received further details, i.e. our VSPC presentation has been scheduled for Wednesday, May 
6th in a block together with Naples, Marco Island & The Everglades and The Keys.  This 
month we developed a tailor-made webinar presentation. 
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The Travel Club & Your Travel Workshop, Netherlands (May 15th-16th, 2020): 
Original plan:  After our very successful participation in the above workshop last year, which 
was staged in conjunction with Delta Air Lines’ inaugural flight from AMS->TPA, we will 
again participate this year in further pursuit of our sales efforts in the Dutch market. 
The Travel Club is the largest and fastest growing independent franchise organization for 
independent travel consultants and business advisors in the Netherlands and Belgium.  More 
than 360 travel agents are members producing an annual turnover of > € 122 million (2019). 
Twice a year, The Travel Club organizes the well-known “Workshop Days” during which 
suppliers have the opportunity to present products and educate agents - 18 sessions of 20 
minutes each.  We are very pleased to have secured one of the coveted participation slots for 
the May workshop forum! 
Updated plan:   
Due to the continued dramatic spread of CV-19 resulting in mobility and physical gathering 
restrictions, the organizers advised this month that this program could not be conducted as 
planned.  We will therefore plan to participate in the program for which new dates have been 
established: November 5th-6th, 2020. 
 
IPW (May 31st-June 3rd) 
Original plan:  U.S. Travel Association’s IPW is the leading international inbound travel 
trade show driving $4.7 billion in future travel to the United States.  It is a national showcase 
of America, where U.S. travel exhibitors connect with travel buyers and media from more 
than 70 countries to promote their products, negotiate future business and build relationships.  
IPW secures America’s position as a foremost global travel destination by increasing 
international visitation and showing the world the best of what the U.S. has to offer.  This 
year’s show will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Supplier appointment scheduling was due to open 3/16.  After President Trump announced a 
travel ban to the U.S. from Europe’s Schengen countries on 3/12, IPW’s General Manager 
deployed the following notification: 
We understand the tremendous impact last night's announcement to temporarily suspend air 
travel from Europe will place on IPW buyers, media, exhibitors and the entire travel industry 
both abroad and here in the U.S.  We are hopeful that the government's aggressive actions 
will quickly resolve the worst of concerns about coronavirus.  We plan to issue an update 
about the status of IPW no later than April 3 and are looking at all scenarios to preserve this 
event for 2020. 
Updated plan:  Due to the continued dramatic spread of CV-19 resulting in mobility and 
physical gathering restrictions, we received word from the organizers on 4/15 as follows: 
We are saddened that circumstances of the coronavirus pandemic including global travel 
restrictions, flight reductions, mandated social distancing and stay-at-home orders both in the 
U.S. and abroad have made this year's event impossible to execute.  
 
Swiss VIP Client Business Development Event (June 30th, 2020): 
Original plan:  We will again orchestrate an upscale business development event for 
Switzerland’s top producing tour operators and travel trade media with 2020 marking our 9th 
consecutive year.  We are pleased to welcome Visit Florida as our co-host this year.  As last 
year, we will continue with the summer timing incorporating an innovative and interactive 
outdoor activity focused on destination education.  The event also focuses on expressing our 
gratitude for continued partnership and business to the destination.  The venue has been 
secured.  Event logistics are in the planning stages. 
Updated plan:  Due to the continued dramatic spread of CV-19, mobility and physical 
gathering restrictions are slated to remain in place until the end of June.  We have therefore 
tentatively postponed the event to August 24th.  The situation will be re-evaluated in July.  
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FTI Freestyle Camp (July 9th-11th, 2020): 
Original plan:  FTI will be launching a brand new B2B educational program this year.  The 
“Freestyle Camp” is a full weekend event during which suppliers will meet with agency 
owners, decision makers and over 280 of Germany’s top agents with highest turnovers for the 
FTI Group.  Innovative and experiential activities will ensure a highly concentrated 
engagement with travel advisors, in addition to entertaining networking events making for 
lasting impressions.  Pre/post marketing initiatives will enhance the impact of the event, 
ensuring repeated VSPC presence and messaging on FTI's channels.  We registered for this 
one-of-a-kind opportunity in cooperation with Visit Orlando (shared stand).  
Updated plan:  Due to the continued dramatic spread of CV-19 resulting in mobility and 
physical gathering restrictions, FTI advised this month that this program could not be 
conducted as planned and has been postponed until the summer of 2021. 
 
Additional Activity: 
 We continued to participate in innumerable conference calls, tourism organization 

webinars, sales calls, deployed updates to key clients with VSPC destination 
information links, sent communiqués to HQ on developments around the CV-19 
pandemic in Europe, etc. 

 Assisted our Leisure Travel Department with input for the “What Wholesalers Need 
Now” document being prepared for deployment to St. Pete/Clearwater’s local industry 
partners. 

 In conjunction with the CV-19 pandemic, our Visit USA Committee Netherlands 
prompted all members to submit relevant destination information for placement on the 
VUSA website, their social media channels and eNewsletters. We provided VUSA 
with applicable informational VSPC links related to CV-19 updates as well as our 
“Brighter Days Ahead” campaign. 

 Website Requests for Destination Magazines: 
9 requests received via the crm@simpleviewinc.com platform this month. 

 
 
 
MARKETING INITIATIVES 
 
Our efforts continued this month in developing and expediting marketing initiatives and 
advertising programs, which included: 
 
Brand USA ‘Affinity’ Co-Ops: 
 
 EXPEDIA AFFINITY PROGRAM (January 15th - March 31st, 2020)  

Expedia’s network of sites attracts a monthly audience of tens of millions of unique 
visitors.  With Expedia being our activation partner for this campaign, we will focus on 
an integrated marketing approach to engage consumers with the right messaging at the 
right time with a view toward driving activation. 
The campaign comprised of banner placements linking to a dedicated landing page 
(containing destination content, video and travel offers) will run in three countries across 
the Expedia Brands Portfolio.  Based on market intelligence related to booking behavior, 
budget allocation will be as follows:  Germany 75% (placing 85% on Expedia / 15% on 
Hotels.com; Switzerland 15% (with 100% placement on Hotels.com), The Netherlands 
15% (with 100% placement on Expedia). 
All creative assets required for development of banners and landing page have been 
delivered in concert with HQ’s directives.   
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Campaign paused until further notice in the aftermath of the travel ban to the U.S. from 
Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result of the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

 
Brand USA ‘Originals’ Co-Ops: 
 
 SPRING GERMAN MULTI-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN (April/May)  

After a very successful fall campaign last year, we will continue our cooperation with 
Brand USA and Expedia in 2020.  Germany is one of the top volume markets to the U.S. 
and Brand USA continues to provide partners with innovative international marketing 
opportunities.  This multi-channel campaign is designed to reach consumers at the right 
time, with the right message and in the right place.  The new digital media channels 
provide an integrated marketing approach to engage consumers and ultimately drive 
activation. 
 Mobile Takeover Unit: 200,000 est. impressions / hero image & click-through to 

destination content 
 GoogleDisplayNetwork Traffic Gen: 4,000 clicks 
 Facebook Carousel Ad Unit: Added value, Tile 3 or 4 position in one unit 
 Expedia Activation Partner Marketing:  

 Dedicated hotel results page (one page per co-op) 
 415,000 co-branded display ads driving to a hotel search results page 
 Inclusion on “Visit The USA” landing page linking to our hotel search results page 

We continued to liaise closely this month with HQ and Miles Partnership in providing all 
elements required for the campaign’s creative development. Proofs were reviewed, 
corrected and approved. 
Campaign paused until further notice in the aftermath of the travel ban to the U.S. from 
Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result of the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

 
VISIT FLORIDA Co-Ops: 
 
 CANUSA TOURISTIK (November 2019/June 2020) 

We are pleased to have the opportunity to cooperate with Visit Florida on marketing 
initiatives with CANUSA Touristik this fiscal year. 
Additional Florida partners are:  Florida Keys, Fort Lauderdale and Sarasota. 
 B2C CANUSA Magazine – November 2019 

All partners were featured in CANUSA’s print magazine with image, logo and 
content.  The magazine was deployed to 30,000 consumers.  

 B2C CANUSA eNewsletter – December 2019 
This eNnewsletter with VSPC placement of image, logo and content was deployed to 
50,000 consumers. 

 B2C Ad Placement in GEO Saison Magazine – January 2020 
VSPC will be featured with a ½ page ad placement including logo, image and content 
in the January issue of GEO Saison magazine, a high-end travel publication. 
Pub frequency: monthly / circ. of 60,333.  

 B2C Out-of-Home Bus Wrap– February-June, 2020 
VSPC will be featured with imagery and logo on a bus wrap within the Hamburg 
transit system for 5 months.  Estimated impressions: over 1M 

 B2C Ad Placement on Social Media Platforms – January-February 2020 
VSPC will be featured in several Facebook and Instagram ads with image and text. 

All required creative assets have been delivered and layouts approved as applicable.   
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Individual campaign elements (bus wrap) paused in the aftermath of the travel ban to the 
U.S. from Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result 
of the coronavirus pandemic. 
 

 SECRET ESCAPES (February/March) 
After a very successful campaign with Visit Florida and Secret Escapes last year, we will 
once again be part of a special Florida’s Gulf Coast program. 
Secret Escapes is Europe's leading website for luxury travel offering unique deals with 
discounts of up to 70%.  54 million members in 21 countries.  In Germany, Secret 
Escapes generates 15 million page impressions per month with almost 4 million visits. 
 Microsite – February 26th – March 22nd, 2020 
 VSPC will get its own subpage on the Florida’s Gulf Coast microsite depicting the 

destination as multifaceted including emotional copy, imagery and videos.  For the 
duration of the campaign, tactical travel offers to VSPC are included. 

 Newsletter – February 26th, March 11th, & 18th, 2020 
 VSPC will be featured in three newsletters with content, imagery and link to the 

booking page.  Deployment to 500,000 subscribers. 
 Display ads – February 24th – March 22nd, 2020 
 Secret Escapes will further strengthen the awareness for VSPC and promote the 

subpage.  The display ad bundle comprises: Billboard, Special Ad, Skyscraper & 
Medium Rectangle. 

All assets have been delivered, layouts received, corrected and approved with the 
campaign launching this month. 
Individual campaign elements paused in the aftermath of the travel ban to the U.S. from 
Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result of the 
coronavirus pandemic. 
 
 

German National Consumer Campaign: 
 
 B2C SOCIAL MEDIA “ESCAPE” CAMPAIGN (February-April) 

The idea behind this exciting and innovative consumer campaign is to present web and 
social media users with an enticing escape from their everyday lives to a fabulous St. 
Pete/Clearwater getaway.  Digital ads will link to a dedicated VSPC landing page 
featuring content, imagery, videos and CTA partners (America Unlimited & FTI 
Touristik) with commensurate links to their dedicated sites including VSPC content, 
imagery and fabulous travel offers to our area. 
This campaign’s placement environment will include: 
 Facebook Video Ads and Link Ads 
 Instagram Video Ad, Story Ads and Link Ads 
 Google Search Ads 
 DSP Programmatic Native and Display sites 
Layouts for the campaign were finalized; campaign launched this month. 
Campaign paused as of March 13th until further notice in the aftermath of the travel ban 
to the U.S. from Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a 
result of the coronavirus pandemic. 
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Tour Operator Co-Ops: 
 
 CANUSA TOURISTIK PROMOTION PACKAGE (January 2020-open ended)  

We have joined forces with Canusa Touristik on an innovative digital campaign focused 
on attracting new customers and raising awareness for VSPC on several platforms: 
 You Tube Video – March-open ended 

A professionally produced YouTube video will tell a relevant and appealing 
destination story.  CANUSA will create two versions of an exclusive video: 60-180 
second master YouTube video and a 20-30 second teaser video for Facebook and 
Instagram promotions. 

 Social Media Promotion Premium – mid-March – mid-April 2020 
The goal is to reach regular CANUSA fans and followers with editorial posts as well 
as new customers with social media ads.  Existing content on the CANUSA website 
will be combined with attractive, representative travel packages in individual 
recommendation ads.  
75,000+ fans on Facebook plus 5,900+ followers on Instagram plus relevant hashtag 
reach.  Approx. 150,000 ad impressions on Facebook and Instagram are targeted. 

Campaign elements (FB/Insta post on 3/14 and eNews Banner placement on 3/13) paused 
until further notice in the aftermath of the travel ban to the U.S. from Europe’s Schengen 
countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. 

 
 KNECHT REISEN (Switzerland) 
 Jelmoli Campaign – January - July 2020 

VSPC will be the travel partner in the new Miss Jelmoli contest.  In March 2018, 
«Miss Switzerland» was elected for the last time.  In 2019, the rights of the 
organization were acquired by the fashion company JELMOLI, one of the leading and 
most successful players in the Swiss fashion market with a new «Miss Jelmoli» having 
been elected.  In 2020, the contest will be held anew – with a new focus on travel – 
with VSPC having been selected as the preferred destination partner in cooperation 
with Edelweiss Air and Knecht Reisen. 
The campaign will include several phases with following timeline: 
 January-July 2020:  Total campaign runtime 
 January-March 2020: Motivation phase with contest teaser  
 April 2020:  Voting phase and selection of «Miss Jelmoli 2020» winner 
 May 2020:  Winner trip to St. Pete/Clearwater 
January-March:  
 Online Store Photo Drawing: VSPC will be featured with key visual and logo on 

Jelomoli’s online store www.jelmoli-versand.ch during this photo drawing 
motivation phase.  Average of 140,000 visitors per week. 

 Standalone Newsletters: 2 standalone newsletters, one in January/one in March, 
promoting the contest with its coop partners will be deployed to 150,000-200,000 
subscribers per newsletter.  Average opening rate: 27%. 

March-July: 
 Online:  Presentation of Miss Jelmoli winner in Jelmoli-Versand’s online store 

“Miss Jelmoli-Versand 2020” (www.jelmoli-versand.ch) including VSPC key 
visual and logo. 

January&May: 
 Print Catalog: Direct mailing containing the Miss Jelmoli contest with imagery 

and logos.  First direct mailing with ad size of 210x240mm will go out to ‘best 
customer’ target group (print run: 80,000) 
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Second direct mailing with ad size of 183x218mm within a beach fashion theme 
will go out to new potential customers (print run of 1,000,000). 

January-July: 
 eNewsletters: The Miss Jelmoli contest will be featured in five newsletters 

including coop partners’ imagery and logos.  Average opening rate 25%. 
 YouTube Trailer: New trailer for the contest will be featured on Jelmoli-

Versand’s YouTube channel for Miss JelmoliVersand 2020 including our imagery 
and logo.  Estimated reach: over 1M views. 

 Facebook Posts: Minimum of 5 posts including our logo and imagery placed on 
www.facebook.com/jelmoliversand with several topics/stages such as motivation 
for photo drawing, winner presentation and winner trip.  22,800 followers. 

 Instagram Posts: Minimum of 5 Instagram posts with our logo and imagery will 
be featured on new Miss Jelmoli-Versand Instagram channel with same topics as on 
Facebook: motivation for photo drawing, winner presentation and winner trip. 

All creative assets have been delivered. 
 

On top, our tour operator partner Knecht Reisen will support the campaign with 
additional online activities on their platforms:  
 Newsletters: Knecht Reisen will include the Miss Jelmoli contest with all coop 

partners including logos and imagery in two of their newsletters during the 
campaign period of Jan-Jul.  55,000 subscribers.  Opening rate of 30%. 

 Facebook Posts: 3 posts including our logo and imagery will be placed on Knecht 
Reisen’s Facebook page.  3,000 followers. 

 Instagram Posts: Knecht Reisen will also publish 3 posts with our logo and 
imagery.  Over 700 followers. 

Several campaign elements paused until further notice in the aftermath of the travel ban 
to the U.S. from Europe’s Schengen countries imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a 
result of the coronavirus pandemic. 

 
 TUI GERMANY (January - May) 

We are pleased to have again worked out great marketing initiatives with TUI Germany: 
 B2B Instagram Story & Raffle – January 

VSPC images and videos as well as short content bursts and logos.  Link to the TUI 
Newsnet article will be mentioned in the text.  To make it more enticing, a raffle will 
be included to win TUI travel coupons.  Users: approx. 1,787 travel advisors.  

 B2B TUI Newsletter Teaser – January 
VSPC is one of the current topics in the TUI newsletter directed to 17,000 TUI travel 
advisors.  Teaser is linked to the TUI Newsnet article. 

 B2C TUI.com Weekly Integration – February + May 
The TUI.com Newsletter is deployed on Fridays to all subscribers and travel agencies 
with a newsletter subscription.  Content includes news, offers, selected destinations, 
etc.  VSPC featured with 2-3 offers, logo and link to a dedicated landing page on the 
TUI site.  Reach:  600,000 subscribers.  Average opening rate of 22,4 %. 

 B2C TUI.com Hero Teaser – February 
VSPC featured prominently with hero teaser on TUI.com/USA landing page including 
image, logo and link to TUI.com booking engine to convert bookings directly or link 
to VSPC landing page.  TUI.com has approx. 20 million page views per month.  

 B2B2C Instore TV Communication – January 
With this regionalized offer and image advertising on 280 flat screens in TUI retail 
agency storefront shop windows, VSPC is featured in prime locations throughout 
Germany.  The daily rotation (ø 10 hours) displays key visuals, destination info, 
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videos, sales offers and flash animations.  The transmission loop of max. 6 minutes in 
length is repeated 10 x per hour.  Approx. 1 million impressions during the 3-week run 
time. 

All creative assets have been delivered, applicable layouts received and approved.  
Campaign elements planned for February were launched. 
The TUI.com Weekly Integration scheduled for May has been postponed until further 
notice in the aftermath of the travel ban to the U.S. from Europe’s Schengen countries 
imposed by President Trump on 3/12 as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. 
 

Travel Trade/Consumer Publications & Portals: 
 
 INFOX GERMANY (December 2019 - May 2020) Trade 

We negotiated a special deal to deploy a number of exclusive VSPC eNewsletter blasts 
via INFOX distribution service within the next 6 months to over 25,000 travel agency and 
travel advisor contacts. 
The first eNews blast launched in December with #Danke2019 (#Thanks2019) theme 
focused on a VSPC review of the year 2019 coupled with engaging travel advisors by 
inviting them to share what they were thankful for in 2019 on our social media channels.  
Best answers received a dolphin beanie as a thank you gift. 
Opening rate of this first newsletter was: 20.86% with a CTR of 4.01 %.   
The next blast is now planned for May with our “Brighter Days Ahead” messaging. 
 

 TRAVELUTION – The eTraining Company (Netherlands)  Trade 
 Travelution exclusive VSCP eLearning – February-December 

The eTraining Company owned by Travelution will create and upload an eLearning 
program dedicated exclusively to St Pete/Clearwater on the Dutch travel advisor 
training platform www.etraveltraining.eu.  This online eLearning platform targets 
independent travel professionals who advise travelers in a tailored way utilizing their 
networks, sharing destination knowledge and experience and are very motivated, being 
they are all independent entrepreneurs.  Comprised of 30 comprehensive destination 
training modules, VSPC will seize the opportunity to update, educate and inform these 
advisors in a very targeted and efficient way.   
Reach: The Travel Club (approx. 275 agents in the system) 
 Travel Counsellors (approx. 230 agents in the system) 
 Personal Touch Travel (approx. 165 agents in the system) 
 TravelXL (approx. 215 agents in the system) 
All assets have been delivered, layouts received and approved.  The eLearning went 
live in February.  With travel advisors eager to educate themselves during the CV-19 
pandemic, we agreed to keep the eLearning live and Travelution agreed on an 
additional push for our eLearning in their April eNews free of charge.  
 

 
Our efforts continue every month in negotiating and fine-tuning marketing initiatives with our 
vendors of choice.  With St. Pete/Clearwater being a long-haul travel destination for the 
Central European markets, it is to be kept in mind that the positive effect of launched 
campaigns continues beyond the actual placement timeframes due to the lead time between 
inspiration, consideration and effective booking by consumers. 
Given we are strongly focused on optimizing our area’s placement in the marketplace, 
considerable time and effort is spent on intensive communication with our vendors with a 
view toward ensuring the best possible positioning for St. Pete/Clearwater in the marketplace.  
This effort is conducted in addition to our regular scope of work. 
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Public Relations: 
 
Kaus Media Services - VSPC’s German PR Agency 
This month saw us assisting the agency with the following projects: 
 Press Release April: Proofread and corrected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All initiatives, activities and programs described herein have been duly completed as 
described. 


